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Plant Litter
This report is about software systems that support situational awareness and
command and control (C2) for the U.S. Navy. Specifically, this report provides the
results of an analysis of alternatives for the follow-on to the Navy s Global C2
system Maritime (GCCS-M), and quantifies performance of mission tasks, cost, and
analyzes risk for new systems that incorporate cloud technologies afloat and
ashore."

Clinical Handbook of Insomnia
Describes how evolutionary algorithms (EAs) can be used to identify, model, and
minimize day-to-day problems that arise for researchers in optimization and mobile
networking Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), vehicular networks (VANETs), sensor
networks (SNs), and hybrid networks—each of these require a designer’s keen
sense and knowledge of evolutionary algorithms in order to help with the common
issues that plague professionals involved in optimization and mobile networking.
This book introduces readers to both mobile ad hoc networks and evolutionary
algorithms, presenting basic concepts as well as detailed descriptions of each. It
demonstrates how metaheuristics and evolutionary algorithms (EAs) can be used
to help provide low-cost operations in the optimization process—allowing designers
to put some “intelligence” or sophistication into the design. It also offers efficient
and accurate information on dissemination algorithms, topology management, and
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mobility models to address challenges in the field. Evolutionary Algorithms for
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks: Instructs on how to identify, model, and optimize
solutions to problems that arise in daily research Presents complete and up-to-date
surveys on topics like network and mobility simulators Provides sample problems
along with solutions/descriptions used to solve each, with performance
comparisons Covers current, relevant issues in mobile networks, like energy use,
broadcasting performance, device mobility, and more Evolutionary Algorithms for
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks is an ideal book for researchers and students involved in
mobile networks, optimization, advanced search techniques, and multi-objective
optimization.

Transmission Electron Microscopy
The production and consumption of news in the digital era is blurring the
boundaries between professionals, citizens and activists. Actors producing
information are multiplying, but still media companies hold central position.
Journalism research faces important challenges to capture, examine, and
understand the current news environment. The SAGE Handbook of Digital
Journalism starts from the pressing need for a thorough and bold debate to
redefine the assumptions of research in the changing field of journalism. The 38
chapters, written by a team of global experts, are organised into four key areas:
Section A: Changing Contexts Section B: News Practices in the Digital Era Section
C: Conceptualizations of Journalism Section D: Research Strategies By addressing
both institutional and non-institutional news production and providing ample
attention to the question ‘who is a journalist?’ and the changing practices of news
audiences in the digital era, this Handbook shapes the field and defines the
roadmap for the research challenges that scholars will face in the coming decades.

Introduction to Probability, Second Edition
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability
provides essential language and tools for understanding statistics, randomness,
and uncertainty. The book explores a wide variety of applications and examples,
ranging from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank and Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional application areas explored include genetics,
medicine, computer science, and information theory. The authors present the
material in an accessible style and motivate concepts using real-world examples.
Throughout, they use stories to uncover connections between the fundamental
distributions in statistics and conditioning to reduce complicated problems to
manageable pieces. The book includes many intuitive explanations, diagrams, and
practice problems. Each chapter ends with a section showing how to perform
relevant simulations and calculations in R, a free statistical software environment.
The second edition adds many new examples, exercises, and explanations, to
deepen understanding of the ideas, clarify subtle concepts, and respond to
feedback from many students and readers. New supplementary online resources
have been developed, including animations and interactive visualizations, and the
book has been updated to dovetail with these resources. Supplementary material
is available on Joseph Blitzstein’s website www. stat110.net. The supplements
include: Solutions to selected exercises Additional practice problems Handouts
including review material and sample exams Animations and interactive
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visualizations created in connection with the edX online version of Stat 110. Links
to lecture videos available on ITunes U and YouTube There is also a complete
instructor's solutions manual available to instructors who require the book for a
course.

The SAGE Handbook of Digital Journalism
This book focuses on the causes of starvation in general and famines in particular.
The traditional analysis of famines is shown to be fundamentally defective, and the
author develops an alternative analysis.

Current and Emerging Trends in Cyber Operations
Expanding on the critical contributions of previous editions, this updated and
comprehensive resource covers the latest diagnostic criteria of insomnia. The book
is thematically divided into two parts. The first section consists of chapters on
nomenclature, epidemiology, pathophysiology, diagnosis and differential diagnosis,
complications and prognosis and treatment both pharmacological and behavioral.
The second features chapters on insomnia in special populations, including ones on
children and adolescents, cancer sufferers and survivors, in pregnancy, in
menopausal women and in patients with neurological disorders and those with
psychiatric illnesses. This third edition fills an important niche in the medical
literature by addressing insomnia in its multiple forms, summarizes the findings
published in different medical journals, and presents these to the practicing health
care provider in an easily accessible format.

Assisted Ventilation of the Neonate
The book covers a variety of topics in Information and Communications Technology
(ICT) and their impact on innovation and business. The authors discuss various
innovations, business and industrial motivations, and impact on humans and the
interplay between those factors in terms of finance, demand, and competition.
Topics discussed include the convergence of Machine to Machine (M2M), Internet
of Things (IoT), Social, and Big Data. They also discuss AI and its integration into
technologies from machine learning, predictive analytics, security software, to
intelligent agents, and many more. Contributions come from academics and
professionals around the world. Covers the most recent practices in ICT related
topics pertaining to technological growth, innovation, and business; Presents a
survey on the most recent technological areas revolutionizing how humans
communicate and interact; Features four sections: IoT, Wireless Ad Hoc & Sensor
Networks, Fog Computing, and Big Data Analytics.

Relevant Chemistry Education
Thomas Robert Malthus’ 1798 Essay on the Principle of Population helped change
the direction of economics, politics, and the natural sciences with its reasoning and
problem solving. The central topic of the essay was the idea, extremely prevalent
in the 18th and 19th centuries, that human society was in some way perfectible.
According to many thinkers of the time, mankind was on a course of steady
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improvement with advances set to continuously improve society and life for all.
Malthus was a skeptic on this point, and, in a clear example of the skill of
reasoning, set about constructing and marshalling a strong argument for a less
optimistic view. Central to his argument were the laws of population growth and
their relationship to growth in agricultural production; in his view the former would
always outstrip the latter. This provided a strong argument that society was limited
by finite resources – a closely reasoned argument that continues to influence
economists, politicians and scientists today, as well as environmental movements.
While Malthus’ proposed solutions have been less influential, they remain an
excellent example of problem solving, offering a range of answers to the problem
of population growth and finite resources.

Water Resources of Mississippi
This text is a companion volume to Transmission Electron Microscopy: A Textbook
for Materials Science by Williams and Carter. The aim is to extend the discussion of
certain topics that are either rapidly changing at this time or that would benefit
from more detailed discussion than space allowed in the primary text. Worldrenowned researchers have contributed chapters in their area of expertise, and the
editors have carefully prepared these chapters to provide a uniform tone and
treatment for this exciting material. The book features an unparalleled collection of
color figures showcasing the quality and variety of chemical data that can be
obtained from today’s instruments, as well as key pitfalls to avoid. As with the
previous TEM text, each chapter contains two sets of questions, one for self
assessment and a second more suitable for homework assignments. Throughout
the book, the style follows that of Williams & Carter even when the subject matter
becomes challenging—the aim is always to make the topic understandable by firstyear graduate students and others who are working in the field of Materials
Science Topics covered include sources, in-situ experiments, electron diffraction,
Digital Micrograph, waves and holography, focal-series reconstruction and direct
methods, STEM and tomography, energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) imaging, and
spectrum imaging. The range and depth of material makes this companion volume
essential reading for the budding microscopist and a key reference for practicing
researchers using these and related techniques.

Web Accessibility
Rasch Analysis in the Human Sciences helps individuals, both students and
researchers, master the key concepts and resources needed to use Rasch
techniques for analyzing data from assessments to measure variables such as
abilities, attitudes, and personality traits. Upon completion of the text, readers will
be able to confidently evaluate the strengths and weakness of existing
instrumentation, compute linear person measures and item measures, interpret
Wright Maps, utilize Rasch software, and understand what it means to measure in
the Human Sciences. Each of the 24 chapters presents a key concept using a mix
of theory and application of user-friendly Rasch software. Chapters also include a
beginning and ending dialogue between two typical researchers learning Rasch,
"Formative Assessment Check Points," sample data files, an extensive set of
application activities with answers, a one paragraph sample research article text
integrating the chapter topic, quick-tips, and suggested readings. Rasch Analysis in
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the Human Sciences will be an essential resource for anyone wishing to begin, or
expand, their learning of Rasch measurement techniques, be it in the Health
Sciences, Market Research, Education, or Psychology.

Recent Trends and Advances in Wireless and IoT-enabled
Networks
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability
provides essential language and tools for understanding statistics, randomness,
and uncertainty. The book explores a wide variety of applications and examples,
ranging from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank and Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional

Mapping of lithium-ion batteries for vehicles: A study of their
fate in the Nordic countries
Evidence-Based Imaging is a user-friendly guide to the evidence-based science and
merit defining the appropriate use of medical imaging in both adult and pediatric
patients. Chapters are divided into major areas of medical imaging and cover the
most prevalent diseases in developed countries, including the four major causes of
mortality and morbidity: injury, coronary artery disease, cancer, and
cerebrovascular disease. This book gives the reader a clinically-relevant overview
of evidence-based imaging, with topics including epidemiology, patient selection,
imaging strategies, test performance, cost-effectiveness, radiation safety and
applicability. Each chapter is framed around important and provocative clinical
questions relevant to the daily physician’s practice. Key points and summarized
answers are highlighted so the busy clinician can quickly understand the most
important evidence-based imaging data. A wealth of illustrations and summary
tables reinforces the key evidence. This revised, softcover edition adds ten new
chapters to the material from the original, hardcover edition, covering radiation
risk in medical imaging, the economic and regulatory impact of evidence-based
imaging in the new healthcare reform environment in the United States, and new
topics on common disorders. By offering a clear understanding of the science
behind the evidence, Evidence-Based Imaging fills a void for radiologists, family
practitioners, pediatricians, surgeons, residents, and others with an interest in
medical imaging and a desire to implement an evidence-based approach to
optimize quality in patient care.

Superconductivity, Superfluids and Condensates
A multidisciplinary index covering the journal literature of the arts and humanities.
It fully covers 1,144 of the world's leading arts and humanities journals, and it
indexes individually selected, relevant items from over 6,800 major science and
social science journals.

An Essay on the Principle of Population
This book offers a vision of the future of electricity supply systems and CIGRE’s
views on the know-how that will be needed to manage the transition toward them.
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A variety of factors are driving a transition of electricity supply systems to new
supply models, in particular the increasing use of renewable sources,
environmental factors and developments in ICT technologies. These factors
suggest that there are two possible models for power network development, and
that those models are not necessarily exclusive: 1. An increasing importance of
large networks for bulk transmission capable of interconnecting load regions and
large centralized renewable generation resources, including offshore and of
providing more interconnections between the various countries and energy
markets. 2. An emergence of clusters of small, largely self-contained distribution
networks, which include decentralized local generation, energy storage and active
customer participation, intelligently managed so that they operate as active
networks providing local active and reactive support. The electricity supply
systems of the future will likely include a combination of the above two models,
since additional bulk connections and active distribution networks are needed in
order to reach ambitious environmental, economic and security-reliability targets.
This concise yet comprehensive reference resource on technological developments
for future electrical systems has been written and reviewed by experts and the
Chairs of the sixteen Study Committees that form the Technical Council of CIGRE.

Calcined Clays for Sustainable Concrete
This user-friendly text presents current scientific information, diagnostic
approaches, and management strategies for the care of children with acute and
chronic respiratory diseases. A consistent chapter format enables rapid and
effortless location of the most current protocols on manifestations, etiologies,
triggers, approaches to treatment, complications, and preventative strategies.
Includes guidance on differential diagnosis to help determine which disease or
condition the patient may have. Uses extensive color-coded algorithms to facilitate
quick diagnosis, management, and treatment decisions. Provides the latest
scientific information and diagnostic and management strategies for the care of
children with respiratory illnesses. Presents cutting-edge coverage with new
information on the biology of, and the influences on, the respiratory system during
childhood, as well as the diagnosis and management of both common (ie,
wheezing infant, cystic fibrosis, tuberculosis) and.

Data Analysis for Network Cyber-Security
Fossil fuels leaded the 21st century industrial revolution but caused some critical
problems such as exhaustion of resources and global warming. Also, current power
plants require too much high cost and long time for establishment and facilities to
provide electricity. Thus, developing new power production systems with
environmental friendliness and low-cost is critical global needs. There are some
emerging energy harvesting technologies such as thermoelectric, piezoelectric,
and triboelectric nanogenerators, which have great advantages on eco-friendly lowcost materials, simple fabrication, and various operating sources. Since the
introduction of various energy harvesting technologies, many novel designs and
applications as power suppliers and physical sensors in the world have been
demonstrated based on their unique advantages. In this Special Issue, we would
like to address and share basic approaches, new designs, and industrial
applications related to thermoelectric, piezoelectric, and triboelectric devices
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which are on-going in Korea. With this Special Issue, we aim to promote
fundamental understanding and to find novel ways to achieve industrial product
manufacturing for energy harvesters.

Evolutionary Algorithms for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
Short Rotation Woody Crop Production Systems for Ecosystem
Services and Phytotechnologies
Written in honor of Victor Havin (1933–2015), this volume presents a collection of
surveys and original papers on harmonic and complex analysis, function spaces
and related topics, authored by internationally recognized experts in the fields. It
also features an illustrated scientific biography of Victor Havin, one of the leading
analysts of the second half of the 20th century and founder of the Saint Petersburg
Analysis Seminar. A complete list of his publications, as well as his public speech
"Mathematics as a source of certainty and uncertainty", presented at the Doctor
Honoris Causa ceremony at Linköping University, are also included.

Third International Congress on Information and
Communication Technology
Both compounds and multi-word expressions are complex lexical units, made up of
at least two constituents. The most basic difference is that the former are
morphological objects and the latter result from syntactic processes. However, the
exact demarcation between compounds and multi-word expressions differs greatly
from language to language and is often a matter of debate in and across
languages. Similarly debated is whether and how these two different kinds of units
complement or compete with each other. The volume presents an overview of
compounds and multi-word expressions in a variety of European languages.
Central questions that are discussed for each language concern the formal
distinction between compounds and multi-word expressions, their formation and
their status in lexicon and grammar. The volume contains chapters on German,
English, Dutch, French, Italian, Spanish, Greek, Russian, Polish, Finnish, and
Hungarian as well as a contrastive overview with a focus on German. It brings
together insights from word-formation theory, phraseology and theory of grammar
and aims to contribute to the understanding of the lexicon, both from a languagespecific and cross-linguistic perspective.

Complex Lexical Units
While international efforts in the development of short rotation woody crops
(SRWCs) have historically focused on the production of biomass for bioenergy,
biofuels, and bioproducts, research and deployment over the past decade has
expanded to include broader objectives of achieving multiple ecosystem services.
In particular, silvicultural prescriptions developed for SRWCs have been refined to
include woody crop production systems for environmental benefits such as carbon
sequestration, water quality and quantity, and soil health. In addition, current
systems have been expanded beyond traditional fiber production to other
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environmental technologies that incorporate SRWCs as vital components for
phytotechnologies, urban afforestation, ecological restoration, and mine
reclamation. In this Special Issue of the journal Forests, we explore the broad range
of current research dedicated to our topic: International Short Rotation Woody Crop
Production Systems for Ecosystem Services and Phytotechnologies

Climate Change
This book explores the non-interventional aspects of interventional pulmonology,
focusing on diseases of the central airways. As the field of bronchology and
interventional pulmonology expands, newer conditions involving the central
airways are being recognized with increasing frequency. Current literature has
mainly focused on technical aspects of the subspecialty, but this book illuminates
what else interventional pulmonology has to offer the pulmonologist, including
diagnosis and alternate therapeutic options. Diseases of the Central Airways: A
Clinical Guide presents techniques for the diagnoses, management and treatment
of patients with intriguing central airway conditions such as: black bronchoscopy,
tracheobronchomalacia, endobronchial tuberculosis, and tracheobronchopathia
osteochondroplastica. In-depth chapters are written by international experts and
are up-to-date and comprehensive reviews. This important new book will
contribute significantly to the welfare of patients with lung ailments of the central
airways.

Introduction to Probability
This book introduces climate change fundamentals and essential concepts that
reveal the extent of the damage, the impacts felt around the globe, and the
innovation and leadership it will take to bring an end to the status quo.
Emphasizing peer-reviewed literature, this text details the impact of climate
change on land and sea, the water cycle, human communities, the weather, and
humanity’s collective future. Coverage of greenhouse gases, oceanic and
atmospheric processes, Pleistocene and Holocene paleoclimate, sea levels, and
other fundamental topics provide a deep understanding of key mechanisms, while
discussion of extreme weather, economic impacts, and resource scarcity reveals
how climate change is already impacting people’s lives—and will continue to do so
at an increasing rate for the foreseeable future.

Electricity Supply Systems of the Future
'Mathematics, taught and learned appropriately, improves the mind and implants
good habits of thought.' This tenet underlies all of Professor Plya's works on
teaching and problem-solving. This book captures some of Plya's excitement and
vision. In it he provides enlightenment for all those who have ever wondered how
the laws of nature were worked out mathematically. The distinctive feature of the
present book is the stress on the history of certain elementary chapters of science;
these can be a source of enjoyment and deeper understanding of mathematics
even for beginners who have little, or perhaps no, knowledge of physics.

Professional Development of Chemistry Teachers
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This book explores current and emerging trends in policy, strategy, and practice
related to cyber operations conducted by states and non-state actors. The book
examines in depth the nature and dynamics of conflicts in the cyberspace, the
geopolitics of cyber conflicts, defence strategy and practice, cyber intelligence and
information security.

Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on the
Assessment of Animal Welfare at the Farm and Group Level
The book includes selected high-quality research papers presented at the Third
International Congress on Information and Communication Technology held at
Brunel University, London on February 27-28, 2018. It discusses emerging topics
pertaining to information and communication technology (ICT) for managerial
applications, e-governance, e-agriculture, e-education and computing
technologies, the Internet of Things (IOT), and e-mining. Written by experts and
researchers working on ICT, the book is suitable for new researchers involved in
advanced studies.

Electrotechnology Practice
WAFL is an international scientific conference on the assessment of animal welfare
at farm or group level. Issues addressed during a WAFL conference can be: welfare
criteria; welfare indicators and methods to analyse them; automation of measures;
ways to deal with a large amount of data from various welfare measures in order to
assess the overall welfare of animals; rationales underlying epidemiological studies
and risk models; consultation processes; implementation in practice;
communication of animal welfare assessment results; and other topics related to
animal welfare assessment in practice.

Wireless Power Transfer Algorithms, Technologies and
Applications in Ad Hoc Communication Networks
The number of electric vehicles (cars, buses, e-bikes, electric scooters and electric
motorcycles) sold in the Nordic countries is currently increasing quickly. That
means that more electricity is used for driving, and also that more of some
important metals are being used than earlier. This report regards the fate of the
lithium-ion batteries used in vehicles in the Nordic countries. Currently the “Battery
Directive” (EC, 2006) which is a producer’s responsibility directive, is under
revision and this study is a knowledge base intended for use by the Nordic
Environmental Protection Agencies for their referral response in the revision
process. This report focuses on the aspect of metal resources, but it does not
elaborate on a broader range of environmental impacts, as these were outside the
scope of this study.

Diseases of the Central Airways
This book is the first systematic exposition on the emerging domain of wireless
power transfer in ad hoc communication networks. It selectively spans a coherent,
large spectrum of fundamental aspects of wireless power transfer, such as mobility
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management in the network, combined wireless power and information transfer,
energy flow among network devices, joint activities with wireless power transfer
(routing, data gathering and solar energy harvesting), and safety provisioning
through electromagnetic radiation control, as well as fundamental and novel
circuits and technologies enabling the wide application of wireless powering.
Comprising a total of 27 chapters, contributed by leading experts, the content is
organized into six thematic sections: technologies, communication, mobility,
energy flow, joint operations, and electromagnetic radiation awareness. It will be
valuable for researchers, engineers, educators, and students, and it may also be
used as a supplement to academic courses on algorithmic applications, wireless
protocols, distributed computing, and networking.

50 Years with Hardy Spaces
Jirí Levý's seminal work, The Art of Translation, considered a timeless classic in
Translation Studies, is now available in English. Having drawn on adjacent
disciplines, the methodology of Czech functional sociosemiotic structuralism and
the state-of-the art in the West, Levý synthesized his findings and experience in
the field presenting them in a reader-friendly book, which combines the
approaches of a theoretician, systemic analyst, historian, critic, teacher,
practitioner and populariser. Although focused on literary translation from
theoretical, descriptive and historical perspectives, it presents a conceptualization
of a general theory, addressing a number of issues discussed today. The 'practical'
mission of the book as a theory extending to practice is based on the same
historical-dialectic affinity of methods, norms, functions and values, accounting for
the translator's agency and other contextual agents involved in the communication
process. The book will be useful to translators, researchers, students and teachers
in Translation and Literary Studies.

Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
There is increasing pressure to protect computer networks against unauthorized
intrusion, and some work in this area is concerned with engineering systems that
are robust to attack. However, no system can be made invulnerable. Data Analysis
for Network Cyber-Security focuses on monitoring and analyzing network traffic
data, with the intention of preventing, or quickly identifying, malicious activity.
Such work involves the intersection of statistics, data mining and computer
science. Fundamentally, network traffic is relational, embodying a link between
devices. As such, graph analysis approaches are a natural candidate. However,
such methods do not scale well to the demands of real problems, and the critical
aspect of the timing of communications events is not accounted for in these
approaches. This book gathers papers from leading researchers to provide both
background to the problems and a description of cutting-edge methodology. The
contributors are from diverse institutions and areas of expertise and were brought
together at a workshop held at the University of Bristol in March 2013 to address
the issues of network cyber security. The workshop was supported by the
Heilbronn Institute for Mathematical Research. Contents:Inference for Graphs and
Networks: Adapting Classical Tools to Modern Data (Benjamin P Olding and Patrick
J Wolfe)Rapid Detection of Attacks in Computer Networks by Quickest Changepoint
Detection Methods (Alexander G Tartakovsky)Statistical Detection of Intruders
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Within Computer Networks Using Scan Statistics (Joshua Neil, Curtis Storlie, Curtis
Hash and Alex Brugh)Characterizing Dynamic Group Behavior in Social Networks
for Cybernetics (Sumeet Dua and Pradeep Chowriappa)Several Approaches for
Detecting Anomalies in Network Traffic Data (Céline Lévy-Leduc)Monitoring a
Device in a Communication Network (Nicholas A Heard and Melissa Turcotte)
Readership: Researchers and graduate students in the fields of network traffic data
analysis and network cyber security. Key Features:This book is unique in being a
treatise on the statistical analysis of network traffic dataThe contributors are
leading researches in the field and will give authoritative descriptions of cutting
edge methodologyThe book features material from diverse areas, and as such
forms a unified view of network cyber securityKeywords:Network Data
Analysis;Cyber Security;Change Detection;Anomaly Detection

Rasch Analysis in the Human Sciences
This new text helps facial plastic surgery fellows and advanced residents in
otolaryngology/head and neck surgery find the answers they’re looking for when
preparing to take the American Board of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
exam. Covering core content relevant to the ABFPRS board exam, this guide
emphasizes key facts and clinical pearls essential to exam success and includes
hypothetical exam questions and relevant surgical and clinical images. Written by
leader in the field and the Director for the facial plastic surgery fellowship program
at the University of California Irvine, this book discusses everything from basic
techniques and evidence-based medicine, to fillers, injectables, implants and the
psychological aspects of plastic surgery. Additionally, the chapter layout and
organization of the Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery Study Guide allows
the reader to focus on just those topics relevant to the board exam, making it a
must-have for anyone preparing to take the exam.

Poverty and Famines
Since the publication of the 2nd edition, there have been substantial developments
in the field of litter decomposition. This fully revised and updated 3rd edition of
Plant Litter reflects and discusses new findings and re-evaluates earlier ones in
light of recent research and with regard to current areas of investigation. The
availability of several long-term studies allows a more in-depth approach to
decomposition patterns and to the later stages of decomposition, as well as to
humus formation and accumulation. The latest information focuses on three fields:
- the effects of manganese on decomposition and possibly on carbon
sequestration, - new findings on decomposition dynamics, and - the new analytical
technique using 13C-NMR.

Maritime Tactical Command and Control Analysis of
Alternatives
This proceedings book presents the latest research findings, innovative research
results, methods and development techniques related to the emerging areas of
broadband and wireless computing, from both theoretical and practical
perspectives. Today’s information networks are going through a rapid evolution.
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Different kinds of networks with different characteristics are emerging, and are
being integrated into heterogeneous networks. As a result, there are numerous
interconnection problems that can occur at different levels of the hardware and
software design of communicating entities and communication networks. Such
networks need to manage an increasing usage demand, provide support for a
significant number of services, guarantee their QoS, and optimize the network
resources. The success of all-IP networking and wireless technology has changed
the way of living for people around the globe. Advances in electronic integration
and wireless communications will pave the way to offering access to wireless
networks on the fly, which in turn will allow electronic devices to share information
with each other wherever and whenever necessary.

The Art of Translation
Pediatric Respiratory Medicine
Covering key areas of evaluation and methodology, client-side applications,
specialist and novel technologies, along with initial appraisals of disabilities, this
important book provides comprehensive coverage of web accessibility. Written by
leading experts in the field, it provides an overview of existing research and also
looks at future developments, providing a much deeper insight than can be
obtained through existing research libraries, aggregations, or search engines.

Nanogenerators in Korea
This volume focuses on research and practical issues linked to Calcined Clays for
Sustainable Concrete. The main subjects are geology of clays, hydration and
performance of blended system with calcined clays, alkali activated binders,
economic and environmental impacts of the use of calcined clays in cement based
materials. Topics addressed in this book include the influence of processing on
reactivity of calcined clays, influence of clay mineralogy on reactivity, geology of
clay deposits, Portland-calcined clay systems, hydration, durability, performance,
Portland-calcined clay-limestone systems, hydration, durability, performance,
calcined clay-alkali systems, life cycle analysis, economics and environmental
impact of use of calcined clays in cement and concrete and field applications. This
book compiles the different contributions of the 1st International Conference on
Calcined Clays for Sustainable Concrete, which took place in Lausanne,
Switzerland, June, 23-25, 2015.The papers present the latest research in their field.
It contains nearly 80 papers and abstracts. Overall, this work gives a broad view of
research on calcined clays in the field of construction and will stimulate further
research into calcined clays for sustainable concrete.

Advances on Broad-Band Wireless Computing, Communication
and Applications
Continuous professional development of chemistry teachers is essential for any
effective chemistry teaching due to the evolving nature of the subject matter and
its instructional techniques. Professional development aims to keep chemistry
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teaching up-to-date and to make it more meaningful, more educationally effective,
and better aligned to current requirements. Presenting models and examples of
professional development for chemistry teachers, from pre-service preparation
through to continuous professional development, the authors walk the reader
through theory and practice. The authors discuss factors which affect successful
professional development, such as workload, availability and time constraints, and
consider how we maintain the life-long learning of chemistry teachers. With a solid
grounding in the literature and drawing on many examples from the authors’ rich
experiences, this book enables researchers and educators to better understand
teachers’ roles in effective chemistry education and the importance of their
professional development.

Evidence-Based Imaging
Superconductivity, provides a basic introduction to one of the most innovative
areas in condensed matter physics today. This book includes ample tutorial
material, including illustrations, chapter summaries, graded problem sets, and
concise examples. This book is part of the Oxford Master Series in Condensed
Matter Physics.

Arts & Humanities Citation Index
This book is aimed at chemistry teachers, teacher educators, chemistry education
researchers, and all those who are interested in increasing the relevance of
chemistry teaching and learning as well as students' perception of it. The book
consists of 20 chapters. Each chapter focuses on a certain issue related to the
relevance of chemistry education. These chapters are based on a recently
suggested model of the relevance of science education, encompassing individual,
societal, and vocational relevance, its present and future implications, as well as its
intrinsic and extrinsic aspects. “Two highly distinguished chemical educators, Ingo
Eilks and AviHofstein, have brought together 40 internationally renowned
colleagues from 16 countries to offer an authoritative view of chemistry teaching
today. Between them, the authors, in 20 chapters, give an exceptional description
of the current state of chemical education and signpost the future in both research
and in the classroom. There is special emphasis on the many attempts to enthuse
students with an understanding of the central science, chemistry, which will be
helped by having an appreciation of the role of the science in today’s world.
Themes which transcend all education such as collaborative work, communication
skills, attitudes, inquiry learning and teaching, and problem solving are covered in
detail and used in the context of teaching modern chemistry. The book is divided
into four parts which describe the individual, the societal, the vocational and
economic, and the non-formal dimensions and the editors bring all the disparate
leads into a coherent narrative, that will be highly satisfying to experienced and
new researchers and to teachers with the daunting task of teaching such an
intellectually demanding subject. Just a brief glance at the index and the
references will convince anyone interested in chemical education that this book is
well worth studying; it is scholarly and readable and has tackled the most
important issues in chemical education today and in the foreseeable future.” –
Professor David Waddington, Emeritus Professor in Chemistry Education, University
of York, United Kingdom
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Mathematical Methods in Science
Electrotechnology Practice is a practical text that accompanies
Hampson/Hanssen’s theoretical Electrical Trade Principles. It covers essential units
of competencies in the two key qualifications in the UEE Electrotechnology Training
Package: - Certificate II in Electrotechnology (Career Start) - Certificate III in
Electrotechnology Electrician Aligned with the latest Australian and New Zealand
standards, the text references the Wiring Rules (AS/NZS 3000:2018) and follows
the uniform structure and system of delivery as recommended by the nationally
accredited vocational education and training authorities. More than 1000
illustrations convey to the learner various concepts and real-world aspects of
electrical practices, a range of fully worked examples and review questions support
student learning, while assessment-style worksheets support the volume of
assessment. Electrotechnology Practice has strong coverage of the electives for
Cert II and Cert III, preparing students to eligibly sit for the Capstone Assessment
or the Licenced Electrician’s Assessment (LEA). as a mandatory requirement to
earn an Electrician’s Licence. Premium online teaching and learning tools are
available on the MindTap platform.
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